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GENERIC DRUG INDUSTRY DYNAMICS

David Reii’fen and Michael R. Ward’

Abstractmaecatlse of its unique institutional and regulatory features. the
generic drug industry provider I useful laboratory for understanding how
competition evolves. We exploit these features to mtimate a system of
structural relationships in this industry. including the relationship between
price and the number ofcompetitors. and between drug characteristics and
the entry process. Our methidology yields a number of findings regarding
industry dynamics. We find that generic drug prices fall with increasing
mimber of competitors. but remain above long-run marginal cost until
there are eight or more competitors, We also find the size and time paths
of genenc revenues. rents. and the number of firms are greatly aflected by
expected market size Finally. we show how estimates du'lved from a
system of structural equations can be used to simulate the effect of
changes in an exogenous variable.

I. Introduction

0th the economics literature and the business press
suggest that a typical pattern for a “new" industry [or

what Jovanovic and MacDonald 0994) call an invention] is
to have an initial phase in which a small number of firms
each earn significant profits, followed by a phase in which
rapid entry of new firms leads to increased competition and
dissipation of some of those profits. often accompanied by
a shakeout. whereby only a few large firms remain (espe-
cially if subsequent innovations increase the optimal scale).
Although this pattern seems to characterize many industries.
the length of time during which early movers retain their
profits. how prices adjust during the entry process. and the
degree of shakcout vary widely across industries (Gon &
Kleppor. 1982). Because the factors that influence the tim-
ing of entry and exit are idiosyncratic to each industry,
empirical studies of this process tend to focus on a single
industry (see. for example. Gisser. 1999; Klepper & Simons.
2000). and in a sense constitute a single data point. making
generalizations tenuous.

Several characteristics of the generic drug industry result
in it being a useful laboratory for understanding how com-
petition evolves within a market. First. each chemical rep-
resents a distinct experiment. here are a large number of
individual experiments within the same industry, providing
multiple observations on similar dynamic processes.‘ Sec-
ond. information about the market for each drug is observ-
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able to researchers.2 For example. because a market begins
when the patent on an existing drug expires. the date at
which the market opens to competitors is known in advance
and the potential revenue can be projected with some
accuracy by both participants and researchers. Because
entry occurs at observable points in time. the consequences
of changes in the number of producers on pricing is mea-
surable. Moreover, because entry requires Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approval, firms must sink significant
costs to apply for approval prior to knowing when. or how
many. rivals will enter the market. Hence. firms must
determine if their expected postoentry rents are sufficient to
justify the costs sunk prior to entry.

These features enable us to impose restrictions from
economic theory that identify the key structural relation—
ships describing the evolution of these markets. No simul-
taneously determined relationships are the effect of avail-
able rents on the pattern of entry over time and the effect of
changes in industry structure (namely. entry) on rents. The
latter relationship can be estimated because the process of
FDA approval takes the timing of entry decisions out of the
hands of individual firms. so that the number of firms at any
point in time is not determined by the current price. yet the
price is affected by the number of competitors. Thus we can
estimate the effect of the number of firms on current price.
assuming that current industry structure is exogenous. Com-
bining that with estimates of revenue. we are able to
calculate the expected rents conditional on the number of
competitors and the elapsed time since market opening

We develop an iterative estimator to determine the effects
of rents on may. A unexpected-profit condition is ex-
ploited that equates the expected number of entrants to the
ratio of total generic industry rents to sunk entry costs per
firm. At the same time. the rents available to potential
entrants will depend on the number of entrants. We estimate
the probability of any number of competitors in each time
period as a function of the available rents. We then use these
estimates, together with the industry rents conditional on the
number of firms and time. to calculate the available rents.

Equilibrium is obtained when the rents predicted by the
entry parameters equal the rents assumed in their estimation.

Our structural estimates yield a number of empirical
findings. First. consistent with previous worit. we find that
generic drug prices fall with an increase in the number of
competitors. Though estimating the relationship between
market strucnrrc and prices is a necessary component of
estimating our system of structural relationships. the esti-

7 We use the terms market. generic drug. and chemical interchangeably.
All three terms simly refer to a prescription drug whose patent has
expired. In particular. the use of the term mire! may notcorrecpond to its
antitrust meaning.
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mated effect ofentry on price is also of independent interest.
for this relationship has been an area of ongoing interest in
the industrial organization literature.3 We calculate that
prices for the initial generic monopolist are 20%-30% (or
perhaps even more) above long-run marginal costs. Generic
prices steadily decline with an increase in the number of
producers and begin to approach long-run marginal cost
when there are 10 or more competitors. Second. more firms
enter, and enter more quickly, in markets with greater
expected rents. Fatally. we find that the flow of generic
industry profits increases as revenues grow, but begin falling
after 5 to l2 months, as entry reduces price-cost margins. In
amnion, we find that this pattern is awelerated in larger
markets because competitors enter more quickly.

An advantage of estimating the set of stnrctural relation-
ships tint constitute the equilibrium is that one can trace
through the effect of changes in market characteristics on
the equilibrium. This can be particularly valuable in evalu-
ating the effects of alternative policies. To illustrate the use
of these estimates to inform policy. we simulate the effect of
an actual change in the competitive environment in this
industry. In response to a scandal involving illegitimate
approvals. the FDA increased its scrutiny of generic drug
applications in mid-1989. Though the policy may have
allowed the FDA to discover. and therefore reject. more
substandard applications, it also raised the cost of obtaining
FDA approval for qualified applicants. Our estimates pro-
vide a means of determining the effect of the higher entry
costs on long—run generic prices.

II. Background

Before marketing a new chemical entity. a prospective
manufacttn'er must obtain FDA approval. To obtain a new
drug approval (NDA) from the FDA requires demonstrating
that a drug is safe and efficacious. which is both expensive
and time-consuming. It has been estimated that for the
average drug that was obtained FDA approval in the 19905.
its producer had spent over $335 million (in 2000 dollars)
on development. and an additional $467 million on clinical
and other testing.‘ In addition, the clinical trial process took
approximately 8 years.

Prior to 1984. producing a generic version of most exist-
ing drugs involved a similar application process. Although
the generic producer did not face the cost of drug discovery.
it still bore the costs of demonstrating the safety and
efficacy of its version. The WaxmamHatch Act in 1984
created an abbreviated new drug approval (ANDA) proce-
dure that reduced the regulatory burden for generic produc-
ers by requiring only that they demonstrate bioequivalence
to a drug that was already approved by the FDA. The ability

’See Bresnahan (I989) for a discussion and analysis of this literature.
‘ See DiMasi. Hansen. and Grabowslti (2003). This figure represents the

expected cost ofa successful drug. in the sense that it is taijustnd for the
probability that a drug never obtains an NBA.

to avoid safety and efficacy testing considerably reduced the
cost of obtaining FDA approval. As discussed below. we
estimate that the cost of applying for an ANDA (including
the cost of the requisite testing) wm approximately
$603,000 in the early 19905 (and approximately $338,000 in
the period immediately following passage of the Act).

Not surprisingly. this expedited approval process has
increased the number of firms producing generic versions of
previously patented drugs. Cook (1998) reports that for 13
major drugs with patents expiring between 1990 and 1993.
11 had generic entry within 2-months of patent expiration.
In contrast. she notes that in Caves. Whinston. and Hur-

wicz's (1991) study of pre-Waxman-Hatch entry (between
1976 and 1982). only 2 of the top 13 drugs had generic entry
within 1 year of patent expiration.

Entry still requires significant up-front expenditures. with
a payoff that depends both on the FDA's decisions with
respect to a firm’s application, and the timing of FDA
approval of rivals” ANDA applications. The time it takes the
FDA to process applications cart be both considerable and
variable. In the vast majority of cam. the initial ANDA
application is found deficient, requiring the applicant to
conduct additional tests or submit additional material. 0f-

ten, approval is granted only after the applicant has gone
through two or three resubmissions. Hence. from the appli-
cant's perspective. the time between initial submission and
FDA approval is quite variable. Scott Morton (1996) calcu-
lates that between 1984 and 1994 the time between the

initial application and approval of ANDAs averaged ap—
proximately 19 months. with considerable year-to-year vari-
ation. in addition. entry requires time to obtain an approved
source of materials and adequate production facilities. In
total. the applicant has to anticipate 2 to 3 years elapsing
from the time it begins preparing to enter until it can begin
selling a generic drug.

III. Modding lndtutry Dynamics

No features of the entry process in this industry are
imponant to understanding industry dynamics. First. an
entrant‘s tinting of entry into the market is largely not under
its control. Not only is the date of its approval by the FDA
uncertain, but each applicant lacks knowledge of when, or
how many. other ANDAs for that dnrg will be approved.
Thus, potential entrants make their entry decisions simulta-
neously (although actual entry will typically be sequential).
Second. an individual entrant’s share of the aggregate ge-
netic profits will depend greatly on when it gains approval
relative to other generic producers. Firms gaining approval
earlier face fewer competitors irtitially. and are able to sell
for a longer time. There is some evidence that earlier
entrants earn greater profits even after rivals have entered.5

’ In addition to anecdotal evidmce from industry participants. Cook
(I998) shows that sales are highly concentrated arming firms in each
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Together these two features create a “lottery" for prospec—
tive producers of a generic version of a drug. If a firm
obtains early approval. it is likely to earn a positive return
on its application-related costs, whereas firms obtaining
approval later in tire process are likely not to recover their
sunk costs. Thus, in contrast to markes in which entry
decisions are sequential and competition results in the last.
or marginal entrant earning zero profit, here the number of
firms adjusts until the average firm earns zero profit.6
Specifically (assuming I: identical applicants), the expected
profit for each firm from applying for an ANDA is

n V

(Emilia)‘A=Em‘A._ _L g .
ErpeaedProfit —- E["] BPl

(1)

where H, is total generic industry profits at time t with i
firms in the market. pi, is the probability that I firms are in
the market at time t. A is the cost of applying for an ANDA,
and B is the discount factor. V is defined as the present value
of the stream of expected rents for all generic producers of
a drug. The goal of the empirical analysis in this paper is to
estimate the key parameters of equation (1). Specifically. we
estimate the interrelationships that allow us to calculate the
11,-, and p. as functions of exogenous. drug-specific vari-
ables. The remainder of this section details the estimation

procedure. In brief. each Huerta be thought of as the product
of two factors: total revenue and price-cost margins. Ac-
cordingly. we calculate the IL, by combining the results of
regressions of each of price-cost margins and revenues
against explanatory variables. such as time since patent
expiration. Given these estimates. we can then determine IL,
conditional on any given i and I. To calculate the probability
that a given II, occurs (p..). we estimate two strucurral
relationships: the relationship between the number of appli-
cants for ANDAs (n) and rents in a market (V). and the
relationship between the timing of FDA approval and rents.
Thus. for any given levels of rents (and given set of
exogenous variables), we can use these two relationships to
calculate 9... Note that because total rents both determine
and are determined by pk. these relationship must be esti-
mated simultaneously.

markat; even in markets with mom: than m firms. the top two generic
[reducers typically sell more than 60%ofthe units. Bond and Lean (I977)
and Banal er a]. 0993) provide severaI examples of drug: for which the
first entrain had a substantial atlvuruge.

‘Consequently. in contrast to the markets examined here. in a market
with sequential entry. din-gee in the profits earned by the first entrant will
not change subsequent firms' incentive to enter. Another important differ
ence between generic drug markets (where entry decisions can be viewed
as aimuhaneout) and other markets is that an exogenous change in the
number of competitors (for example. due to a merger several years after
patent expiration) can lead to higher prices without iruiticing entry. even if
firms omside the market have the same entry costs as the incumbents.

A. The Effect of Generic Industry Structure on Profit:

Generic pricecost margins are estimated as a function of
observable market characteristics. including the number of
generic competitors. We are interested in a specific aspect of
the relationship between margins and the number of com—
petitors, an aspect that is not explicitly examined elsewhere:
how the marginal effect of an additional competitor on a
drug's prices changes with the number of firms that already
have an ANDA for that drug. To address this question. we
estimate a regression of the form

(2)

where P", is the price in the postvpatentexpiration period
when there are t‘ generic firms with FDA approval producing
chemical k. and P“ is the price of the branded version of
product It during the year prior to patent expiration.’ D,- is a
dummy variable that equals 1 when there are i generic
producers of chemical k and 0 otherwise. and the X” are
variables representing demand or cost shifters for drug It.

Using dummy variables for the number of generic pro-
ducers imposes no specific structure on the relationship
between price and the number of competitors. This contrasts
with some previous work, in which a specific structure on
the relationship is assumed (for example. an a priori func-
tional form is imposed on the effect of more firms on
generic prices)" Each such specification makes implicit
assumptions about the pattern of price effects that can result
from entry. For example. the implicit assumption made
when the number of firms is used as an explanatory variable
is that the effect of an increase by l in the number of firms
is independent of the initial number of firms. By allowing
the marginal effect of an additional firm to vary with the
number of firms. we can examine questions such as the
number of firms necessary to lead to approximately mar-
ginal cost pricing. Allowing the marginal effect to vary is
also important to our goal of accurately measuring the rents
associated with any specific number of generic competitors.

This relationship can be viewed as structural only it one
views the number of firms at any time as exogenous. One
standard criticism of empirical studies of the relationship
between market structure and prices is that structure is not
exogenous. but rather is determined by the profitability of

7 We use the branded price before pacnt exp'ntion. rather than the
contemporaneous branded price, because the Iarter is likely to be deter-
nrined jointly with the generic price (a noted in footnote 2 l. the anpirical
evidence on tit importance of this relationship is mixed). In “It!!!“ the
branded price before there is any generic entry is likely to be independent
of the number of generic producers in futtue periods

3For example. in other studies of generic drug common. genericprice is assumed to vary Enemy with j. the number of (Frank and
Sanrevcr. I997); with j and [1 (Caves. Whinston. a Hurwicz. FBI): or
mmjand thflViuinsa Mane“. 2004).mediscussedu
greatu length in section V.
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entering the market.9 This criticism implies that the ob-
served cross—sectional relationship between price and the
number of firms is an equilibrium relationship reflecting
market-specific differences. and not a structural one reflect~
ing the effect of more competitors on price. That is. as
equation (1) illustrates. the number of firms applying for
ANDAs adjusts in response to the available rents. However.
in the generic drug industry. the nature of the FDA review
process makes it unlikely that the number of firms at a point
in time is affected by current price. within the time series of
prices for any one drug. Most ANDA applications are
submitted before the generic market even exists. and the
number of competitors at any point in time depends on the
FDA review process (most applications must be resubmitted
multiple times). Hence. though the eventual number of
approvals for a drug is related to the aggregate rents. the
actual number of FDA-approved firms at any point in time
may plausibly be considered independent of the contempo-
raneous price. A potential endogeneity issue arises when
aggregating across drugs bemuse there are unobserved
difi‘erences between drugs that might affect both prices and
the number of entrants. We control for these between-drug
effects by estimating a random—effects model. This model
allows there to be differences across drugs in the average
relationship between generic prices and pre-patent—expiration
branded prices (see Greene. 2003).lo Finally. we tested this
potential cndogeneity using a Hausman test and cannot reject
the null hypothes's that market structure is exogenous in the
pricing equation (l-lausrnan, 1978).“

In principle. N in equation (2) could be the maximum
number of entrants observed in the data. In practice. we take
N to be the minimum number of entrants such that the price
effect of further entry is negligible. The interpretation of a.)
is the ratio of the generic price when there are more than N
generic producers to the branded price that prevailed before
patent expiration. if all other independent variables were
equal to 0. The other 01,-, such as as, are the increments in the
ratio over 010 when there are r‘ producers. Because no reflecrs
the ratio below which additional ”entry does not lead to
lower prime, we view ((10 + 23x”) P“ as the long-run
marginal production cost of drug k (where X” is the mean
value of )9 for drug 1:). Under this assumption. afluo +
a, + 27, x”) is a measure of the price-cost margin with i
generic producers.

The other relationship required for calculating V condi-
tional on the Dr, is the relationship between generic revenue

“This criticism dates back a least to Demsetz (I973). For more formal
analysis. see Blesaahan (I989).

'° Other- studies have allowed for drug-specific effects by including
market-specific dummy variables. Either assumption allows calculation of
the avenge ell'ect of increasing the number of competitors in a market.

“ Following Frank and Salkever(l997) and Caves et al. (199]). we use
time s'mce patent expiration and pie-patent branded revenues as instru-
meras for the number of genetic firms. Because Ive do not leave enough
instruments to atimale equation (2). our endogeneity tests employ several
common ftmctioaal forms of the number of competitors.

and market-specific variables. Our estimation of this rela-
tionship is of the form

J

In (a, 9..) = to + n In (Pat 9..) + 2 1.x...1-2
(3)

where Pk. Q” is total monthly generic industry revenue at
time t in market It. PM (2.. is the branded film’s average
monthly revenue during the year prior to patent expiration.
and the XE,- are other variables that might affect generic
revenue. The XV will include many of the same variables as
equation (2).

B. The Efl'ccr of Industry Pmfitabiliry an Entry

The model we use to examine entry decisions traits each
of M timts as homogeneous in regard to their ability to enter
and produce a generic dmg. We assume that generic rents
are not sufficient to allow all M potential entrants to prof-
itably enter any market. but that they are sufficient to allow
one firm to earn profits in any market. We also make the
natural assumption that each firm’s profits from producing a
drug are decreasing in the number of rival producers of the
dmg. We conceptualize the entry decision as each firm
choosing independently and simultaneously whether to en-
ter each market. This reflects the reality that each generic
producer must independently decide whether to enter a
market. at a point usually 2 to 3 years prior to patent
expiration. The symmetric (mixed strategy) Nash equilib-
rium in this case will consist of each firm i choosing to enter
market It with some probability p“, where that M may
depend on the expected rents in the market.'2 The symmet-
ric Nash equilibrium in each market consists of a pk that is
common to each firm. and that has the property that each
firm optimally chooses it. given that all of its rivals have
chosen that same [L‘- The p.) in the Nash equilibrium yields
zero expected profits. the logic being that if an entry
probability generates sufficiently few expected entrants so
that each entrant expects to earn positive profits. then any
firm would be better off unilaterally changing its strategy to
entering with probability l (and entering with probability 0
if expected profits are negative). Comparing across drugs,
the equilibrium in will be increasing in the expected rents
associated with that dnig. so that we expect to see more
entrants for higher-V. drugs

One feature of this stylized game is that, because each
firm‘s decision whether to enter is independent of all other
firms‘ decisions. the equilibrium distribution of the number
of entrants will follow a binomial distribution. We use the

Poisson distribution as an approximation of the binomial to

'1 An alternative equilibrium concept is employed by Berry (I992). who
assumes that fimts' uttry costs differ. Given variation in entry costs. a
pure-strategy equilibrium can emerge. in which only low-entry-cost firmsClllfl.
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derive the density function of the number of entrants in
market It as

fin.) = exp( - u.) ui‘lnt! . (4)

where u, is the equilibrium entry probability. The zero-
expected-profits condition implies that Eh.“ == E[VI. Be-
cause Eln.) = MN with the Poisson distribution, this yields
Elm/Mm. = A; that is. applications costs are equal to
expected rents divided by the expected number of entrants.
This implies that holding M and A constant. there should be
a direct relationship between V). and us. There is reeson to
believe. however. that application costs increased substan-
tially in I989. when it was discovered that some ANDAs
had been fraudulently obtained. and that the FDA reacted by
increasing its scrutiny of applications (Scott Morton. 1996).
We attempt to capture this in a dummy variable. Sm'ngem.
that equals l for the period after mid-1989 and Oodterwise.
Consequently. we estimate the relationship between it; and
the cost and benefit of applying as

P4 = Vt €XP(¢: + 4’2 Sifi"gemk) (5)

from a cross section of 3l drugs. This relationship charac-
terizes how the number of entrants adjusts to changes in the
costs and benefits of FDA approval. it also provides us with
a means of estimating the time series of entry within each
market. because the expected number of producers at each
point in time depends on the total number of applications. as
detailed below.

For any given number of applicants. the pattern of entry
will depend on the FDA review process. Our second entry
equation characterizes the timing of entry. conditional on
the total number of entrants. To reflect the stochastic nature

(from the applicants' perspective) of the FDA review pro-
cess, we model the rate of entry as a proportional hazard
function in which the proportionality parameter is possibly
affected by rents available and FDA regime. Specifically. we
posit a probability x of any firm that has not yet been
approved obtaining an ANDA during month t. We estimate
the following relationship for M:

In A, = 6. + 62V, + 83 Sm‘ngenn. (6)

We postulate that )t. may be increasing in Vb because
firms apply earlier in high-Vt markets and/or have a greater
incentive to file accurately. Because the value of X may also
depend on the regulatory environment. equation (6) in-
cludes Stringenr. our postscandal dummy variable. These
parameters are estimated from data on the time to entry for
all entrants in each of 31 generic drugs.

Combining equations (4) and (6) allows us to calculate
the time path of expected entry. as a function of rents and
the FDA regime. Specifically. we use the estimate of M from
equation (6) to determine the survivorship function, where
surviving means the applicant has not yet been approved.

This function is defined in terms of the hazard proportion-
ality parameter as Sh = expo-M t). Then. using equation
(4) and the binomial formula, we calculate the probability
that i fimts have ANDAs in market It in period t as

p... = Slim) 62%“ — su)‘ .r'. (7)

C. The Endogeneity Qfltentr and Identification

Equations (2). (3). and (7) together make up the compo—
nents of equation (I) and thus allow for the calculation of
industry rents.

 VA 3‘ 2 B' ( 2 Danna:"I all

‘ n Pi I —

- 2 B’ (2 p...; p. 9.). (1')In

However. equation (7). goveming the entry process. also
depends on the magnitude of the expected available rents
through equations (5) and (6). Larger expected rents V
generate larger probabilities of entry. u. shifting the prob-
abilities p toward more firms at any point in time. which by
equation (I ’) tends to reduce expected rents V. Because V is
endogenous. via equation (1'). we develop an iterative
process to estimate the parameters of equations (5) and (6).

The mixed—strategy simultaneous-move Nash equilibrium
suggested above will represent a stable fixed point in the
mapping of V onto V under certain conditions. Specifically.
the system of equations consisting of equations (1 ’). (5) and
(6), along with subsidiary relationships embodied in those
equations [for example. equation (2) within equation (1')].
will have a fixed point (W, h“. pf) if equations (2) and (3)
indicate that per-finn profits are decreasing in the number of
firms. and equations (5) and (6) indicate that )t and p. are
such that the expected number of firms at every point in
time is increasing in V. To see why (V*. A“, pt“) represents
a fixed point, consider an alternative V. Va > V“. Because
V' > V", the x and p. based on V” will lead to more firms
at each point in time if the second stability condition
holds. Consequently. if the first stability condition holds,
the V resulting from this it and y. will be less than V‘.
Hence. V‘s above V" map to lower V‘s. and V5 below V“
map to higher Vs.

The actual calculation of the fixed point follows this same
logic. la the first iteration. we calculate V. using equation
(1') based on arbitrary values of h and it. along with the
parameters estimated in equations (2) and (3). We then
estimate the h and ‘L. using equations (5) and (6) with VI on
the right-hand side. These are used to calculate fin), the
density of at, and the pit, according to equations (4) and (7).
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We combine the n, and pin from this iteration with the arm
calculated from equations (2) and (3) to calculate V2. We
then compare V2 with V. and if the two values are suffi-
ciently close. we view the process as convergent; that is.
these values of )t. p, and V are the equilibrium. If the
predicwd Vis sufficiently different from the initial value. we
repeat the process. using V; as the right-side value in
reestimating equations (5) and (6). and then calculating V3
based on the new A and p. and the unchanged pm. In this
way. we iterate through a series of V; until we obtain
convergence.

IV. Data

Our primary source for price and quantity data is Generic
Spectra" from [MS Inc., a proprietary vendor of informa-
tion to the pharmaceutical industry. The [MS data provide
information on 31 drugs that went off patent in the late
1980s and early l9908. and subsequently faced competition
from generic producers (see table 4). It includes information
on monthly price and quantity for the patent holder and
generic entrants for 3 years subsequent to patent expiration
and 3 years prior to patent expiration (for the patent holder).
These data include prices derived from two distinct sources:
product shipments and price surveys. For both sources the
data are provided separately for each strength (for example.
50 mg) and form (for example. oral solid) of the drug.

The shipment-based data on revenues and quantities are
derived primarily from shipments by distributors (who pur-
chase from manufacturers) to pharmacies and other dispens-
ers. A small proportion, perhaps 5%. of sales are made
directly by manufacturers. The sales by distributors are
captured by 1M5 directly monitoring the shipments of a
high percentage of distributors (98% of all such shipments
are contained in their sample). This is combined with
estimates of direct sales of manufacturers. which are esti-

mated from a sample of invoices. Our measure of price per
kilogram is the average revenue for a particular strength and
form derived by dividing total generic revenue by the
number of kilograms of genetic product. We calculate this
price sepmately for all genetic sales. and for sales by the
first generic entrant"

The second set of prices in Generic Spectra is obtained
from a sample of pharmacies. It includes data on average
transaction prices paid by pharmacies. Awording to [M5,
the measured acquisition price would reflect all relevant
discounts, with the exception of year-end quantity discounts
provided by some manufacturers. We calculate acquisition
prices for both the first and the average generic seller.

For drugs with multiple strength-form combinations
(types). we constructed a price series using price data only

" To the extent that there are first-mover advantages. the first genetic
seller's promct may be a more homogeneous good over time than the
average generic seller‘s product. Note. however. that the first generic
seller wilL in many cues. be a reseller. not a generic manufaeuuer.

on the type of the drug that generated the most generic
revenue." For all but two of the drugs the most popular
generic type was also the best-selling type for the innovator
firm. For the two exceptions (Metaproterenol and Albu-
tcrol). there was no generic version of the most popular
type.” For all drugs, the price of the best-selling genetic
type, rather than the overall average price. was chosen in
order to distinguish changes in the price of specific products
from changes in the mix of strengths and forms. A disad-
vantage of this approach is that we ignore information on
price changes for other types. The tradcoff seems to favor
our approach if the manufacturer does not anticipate
changes in relative sales volume mix. so that the forces
changing relative shares are uncorrelated with those chang-
ing prices. On the other hand. if changes in relative demand
are anticipated. then prices will move for the same reasons
as relative demand. and price changes for one strength may
understate or overstate the “average" change in prices.

Another issue we faced was what time period constitutes
an observation. For the estimation of equation (2). describ-
ing how pricing reflects industry structure. we aggregate
months with the same number of entrants into one obser-

vation. Treating multiple months with the same industry
structure as separate observations could artificially inflate
the statistical significance of changes in industry structure."
Our approach reduces the number of observations substan-
tially. which tends to reduce the statistical significance of
our results. but as table 1 indicates. we are still able to find

significant pricing effects. For the estimation of equation
(3). forecasting generic revenue, we treat each month as a
unique observation. for two reasons. First. consumer adop-
tion of generic drugs is likely to be affected by the passage
of time independently of other factors. Second. we are less
interested in testing the parameter values from these esti-
mates than we are in obtaining accurate forecasts.

Our measure of the number of entrants is the number of

FDA-approved generic producers. Data on the timing of
entry were collected from the FDA publication Approved
Drug Products. commonly referred to as the Orange Book.
This lists the date each firm received its NDA or ANDA

from the FDA as well as information enabling us to deter-

" Because the price data covered retail pharmacies. forms of the thugs
that are not typically sold by phmnacies (for exantple. injectables) are
excluded from the nice analysis.

‘5 For these two drugs. the most popular type of the branded production
wasanaerosolinhalant.Enn'yintothegenericprodIctionofthistype
came several years aha generic entry mto the drug types reflected in our
data, We believe that the delay in developing a genetic aerosol. after the
patent on the diernlcal had expired. was due to an unexpired patent on the
aerosol delivery system. There also were unresolved issues relawd to
demonstrating bioequivalcnoe of generic aerosol products to the brandedversms.

'° As Mouton (1986) observes. using multiple observations with essen-
tially uncharged exogenous variables leads to a downward bias in esti-
mated standard errors. For this reason. we chose the conservative ap-
proach of taking only one data point fa each number of competitors in
each market.
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Avaage Wholesale First theeale Average First

Price Price Revenue/Quant‘ny ReventnIQuantity

Intercept 0.675‘ (0.107) 0.729‘ (0.144) 0.698‘ (0.174) 0341' (0.12))
Multiple 0.036 (0.047) -0.0l 5 (0.070) 410340.091) 0.023 (0.054)
Nuttbet of uses -o.ona (0012) -0.014 (0.018) ~om1roozs) 01115 (0.013)
Initial mother 01 substimes 0.003 (QWS) 0.007 (0.008) -0.002 (0.01 I) 0011 (0.“)6)
Reveille growth -0.033 (0.043) -0.048 (0.065) '00” (0.030) 0.049 (0.050)
Orange in substitutes —0.030' (0.013) 0.003 (0.013) -0.044‘ (0.009) r 0.028‘ (0.012)
Tune (times 10) —0.005 (0.011) —0.015 (0.012) ~0049' (0.009) —0.016 (om 1)
One firm 0249' (0.054) 0.171‘ (0.059) 0.093‘ (0.044) 0258‘ (0.054)
TWO time 0.181' (0.047) 0.143‘ ((1046) 0. [31‘ (0.037) 0272“ (0.045)
Three tlnns 0.169' (0.042) 0.177‘ (0.046) 0.094' (0.034) 0232' (0.042)
Four {inns 0.152‘ (0.037) 0.138‘ (0.040) 0.106’ (0.030) 0.236‘ (0.037)
Five firm 0.128‘ (0.037) 0.000' (0.039) 0068‘ (0.029) 0.183' (0.037)
Six firms 0.112‘ (0034) 0.098' (0.035) 0059" (0.026) 0.149' (0.033)
Sera- ftrms 0.039‘ (0.039) 0.105' (0.040) -0.(XJ3 (0.029) 0.114‘ (0.037)
Eight firms 0.1”? (0.034) 0.067' (0.034) 0.017 (0.025) 0092‘ (0.032)
Nine Inns 0.090‘ (0.033) 0.072‘ (0.033) 0.035 (0.024) 0036' (0.031)
Ten (inns 0.059 (0.037) 0.024 (0.037) 0.039 (0.026) 0.048 (0.035)

Adfilslw ItI 0.368 0.165 0.380 0.539
Mmbfl of obs. 164 166 168 166
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mine if there were multiple branded products prior to punt
expiration. Because the Generic Spectrao data are limited to
3 years of pm-pam-expimfim data, we limit our analysis
of entry to ANDAs awarded within 3-years of patent expi-
ration. '7

Finally, we constructed two demand-side variables—
Uses and Subs—to capture demand differences across drugs
from American Hospital Formulary Service (AHFS) Drug
Information (1996), augmented by the AMA Guide to Pre-
scription and Overothe-Coumer Drugs and The People’s
Pharmacy. For two classes of drugs (hypotensives and
antibiotia). we also consulted a practicing internist. From
these sources. we determined the ailments. or indications.

for which each drug is used. To the extent possible, we
included not only FDA—approved (or labeled) indications.
but significant unlabeled uses as well. The number of
different indications constitutes our Uses variable, and Sub-

stituteso is the number of alternative drugs used to treat all
the Uses at the time of patent expiration. ‘3 Finally. we create
a variable Change in Substitutes that varies in time for each
drug. It is defined as the number of new substitutes for that
drug that had entered the market since patent expiration.

" Auseiul featueofthe 3-yeartirne frame is that theproeesr of entering
generally takes about 3 years. Hence. any firm that receives an ANDA in
this time frame will have commenced the process prior to observing the
ANDAs that were awarded to other firms.

" Although the [MS provides information on the “tiicrapeutic class"
(cg. ccphalospoiia antibiotics) of each thing. these categories tend to be
overinelusive in that all thugs in the therapeutic class would not actually
be used for the same ailment. as Caves et a1. (1991) and Lu and Comer
(1998) have noted. Scott Morton (l996) finds that the therapeutic class
variable has little predictive power in her regressions. Lu and Commor
((998) lollow a similar procedure to that used here aid find that their
measure does have explanatory power.

V. Results

The relationship between the number of producers and
generic prices. as characterized in equation (2). is discussed
below in section V A. Because price effects both play a part
in other results and are of interest in themselves. we exam-
ine the robustness of those results by using several alterna-
tive price series. That subsection also includes a discussion
of relationships between generic prices and the number of
competitors that have been found in other studies. Section V
B presents the revenue regression depicted in equation (3).
By combining the estimates from equations (2) and (3), we
can calculate the aggregate generic profits conditioned on
the number of generic producers and the elapsed time since
generic entry occuned. Section V C presents results relating
to the entry parameters. p. and 1.. As V, p, and h are jointly
detemiined. equations (5) and (6) were estimated using the
iterative procedure outlined above. We find that conver-
gence occurs in the 18111 iteration.”

A. Price: and Structure

Findings: Table l reports our estimates of the effect of
the number of competitors on price for four alternative price
series. The first two regressions are based on the sampled
transaction prices paid by pharmacies; the last two are tamed
on the average revenue received by mmufactluers and
distributors. The regressions are nm separately for the
average generic price and for the first generic entrant’s
price.

" We define convergence to occur when the squared sum of dilemma
betweut the V‘.’ in successive iteraions is less than 0.000: times the
avenge V
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The pricing regression include six factors other than the
number of competitors: Multiple, Uses. Substituteso. Reve-
nue Growth, Change in Substitutes, and Time. The first three
of these represent factors that might affect the pro-expiry
branded price, and only vary in the cross section (that is,
between drugs). Since the endogenous variable here is the
generic price divided by the pre—expiry branded price. fac-
tors that make the branded price lower will raise the ratio.
Multiple equals i if there were multiple branded products in
the market prior to patent expiration. and 0 otherwise.” To
the extent the branded firms compete, pie-expiry prices
would be lower for any given level ofdemand. which in turn
implies a higher ratio of generic price to pre-expiry branded
price. other things equal. The branded price of a drug with
more Use: should be higher before patent expiration, and
hence the ratio of marginal cost to pro-expiry branded price
could be lower. More substitute chemicals in the pre-expiry
period (Subsrirurern) should reduce the pro-expiry branded
price. and hence lead to a higher ratio of marginal cost to
pro-expiry branded price. The fourth factor that only varies
between drugs is Revenue Growth. which is the average
monthly change in revenue during the year prior to patent
expiration. This is a proxy for expected post-expiry demand
growth. which may influence generic prices.

The two variables that change over the sample period are
lime and Change in Substitutes. The monthly time trend.
Time. reflects any effects related to the passage of time. say
learning-by-doing cost reductions, rather than generic entry
per se. Finally. Change in Substitutes is the number of new
substitutes for the drug since patent expiration. An increase
in the number of substitutes once the patent has expired will
likely reduce the current branded price (but probably not the
pie-expiry branded price) and generic prices. Hence. hold-
ing the number of substitutes at the time of mtent expiration
fixed. we would expect that an increase in the number of
substitutes will reduce the ratio of generic price to pre-
expiry branded price.

To interpret these results, first note that the intercept
represents the ratio of generic price to the branded price
when the number of competitors is large and all other
independent variables are equal to O. For example. the
estimate of 0.675 for the coefficient on the interwpt in
column l of table 1 implies that on average, the generic
price would be 67.5% of the pre-expiry price of the branded
product when there are ll or more competitors, if all other
variables were equal to 0. As discussed above. adding the
other variables (evaluated at their mean values) times their
coefficients to the intercept yields an estimate of the ratio of
marginal cost to branded price. which here equals 0.63]

20Multiple brands might exist before patent expiration if the patent
holder licensed the patent to another producer during the patent-protected
period. This might occur if the two parties had some disagreement
regarding which firm held the patent rights and readied a licensing
agreement in lieu of litigation. or if two firms held complementary patents
in our sample. 7 of the 31 (hugs had multiple brands trier to expiration.

(with standard error 003]). The interpretation of the other
firm number coefficients. such as the coefficient on one firm

[at from equation (2)] is the increase in this ratio due to
having fewer than ll generic competitors. For example. the
coefficient 0.249 on one firm in column 1 implies that the
ratio of generic price to pre-expiry branded price will be
0.880 (= 0.249 + 0.631) when there is a single generic
firm. Note that. as one would anticipate, the a, generally
decline with increasing number ofcompetitors. Again. using
the example of the coefficient estimates from the first
column, the ratio of generic price to pre-expiry branded
price falls from 0.880 with one generic competitor to 0.8l2
with two generic competitors. and continues to decline
toward 0.63l as the number of competitors rises.

The implied marginal costs tend to be lower in columns
3 and 4, in which average revenue is on the left-hand side.
than in columns l and 2. For example, in column 3 we find
that the implied ratio of marginal cost to pro-expiry branded
price when there are 11 or more firms is approximately 50%
(compared with an estimated ratio of approximately 63% in
column 1).

Although there are some differences across the four
regressions in regard to the magnitudes of the pricing
effects, the general picture is quite similar across equations.
in every case. there is an economically and statistically
significant difference between the price when there is a
single generic competitor and the price when mere are a
large number of generic competitors in the market. A
premium remains (and, in some cases. is even slightly
larger) when there are relatively few (between two and four)
generic producers, but the premium falls and eventually
disappears. The coefficient on 10 firms is small (less than
0.06) in all four columns. and not statistically significant in
any. In all but the third column, the coefficients for seven to
nine firms are positive and statistically significant. but all
but two are less than 0.1. Generally, the results suggest a
negative relationship between price and the number of
firms. and that the marginal effect of an additional firrn
tends to decline with increasing number of firms.

0f the non-competition—related variables. none that differ
only in the cross section have a consistent effect across
regressions, artd none are statistically significant in any
regression. In contrast. the two variables that vary in the
time series tend to have consistent signs and are sometimes
statistically significant. Time has a negative effect in all four
regressions. and is statistically significant in one of those
four. The coefficient of —0.005 in column l means that the

ratio of generic prices to pro-expiry branded price falls by
approximately 0.02 over the first three years following
patent expiration. Change in Substitutes is negative and
statistically signifith in three of the regressions. meaning
that generic prices fall by approximately 0.03 if a new
substitute drug gets FDA approval.
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Comparison with Other Results: Estimating the rela-
tionship between price and industry stmcture has a long
history in industrial organization economics. One general
criticism of the approach is that it implicitly assumes struc-
ture is exogenous. whereas in most industries it should be
viewed as endogenous. Perhaps because features of the
generic dnrg entry ameliorate the endogeneity problem, the
relationship between the price of a generic drug and the
number of firms producing that drug has been examined in
at least three previous studies. All three studies of which we
are aware use annual price and quantity data from [MS and
find a negative relationship between the generic [nice and
the number of generic competitors.“

All three studies impose a specific functional form [for
example. in Frank and Salkever (1997), price is assumed to
be linearly related to the number of firms], and conse-
quently. the coefficient estimates can only be indirectly
compared to ours. For example, our results from the first
two column of table l imply that an increase in the number
of generic producers from I to l0 will reduce wholesale
generic prices by approximately 30%. The estimates in
column 4 are larger. with predicted price declines ranging to
40%, The estimates in Caves et al. (1991) imply that when
there is only one generic producer, the price is approxi-
mately 40% below the pre-expiry branded price. and de-
clines by approximately 50% (to 70% below the pre-expiry
branded price) when there are 10 producers. The estimates
from Frank and Salkever (I997) imply that an increase in
the number of generic producers from I to ID would reduce
the price by 45%. Finally, Wiggins and Maness (1996)
estimate that increasing the number of sellers (including
both generic manufacturers and distributors) from I to 10
would lead to a 48% decrease in the average generic price.
in general, the previous studies yield predicted effects that
are slightly larger than the range of estimates in table I.

B. Revenue

Equation (3) relates the total revenue derived from ge-
netic sales to other observable characteristics of the market.

In contrast to equations (2), (5). and (6). we are not primar-
ily interesting in testing any hypotheses about the individual
parameters of equation (3). Rather, the main use of these
results is in calculating V. The specification we estimate is
the following:

1' In armrest. the relationship between the Ill-lid)“ of generic producers
and the branded price is less clear. Frank and Salkever (I997) and
Amnsson. Bergman. and Rudholrn (2001) find that generic entry has a
relatively small positive effect on branded price. Caves et al. (l99l) and
Grabowski and Vernon (1992) find a small negative efiect on branded
price. Finally. Wiggins and Manes: (2M) and Bhattachsrya and Vogt
(2W3) find a large and significant negative effect of generic entry on
branded prices

ln(Genen'cRev) = 10 + r, ln(BrundRev) + 1; Multiple

+ r, Details + r. Forms

+ 15 Strengths + r; Sln'ngent 3’( )
+ ‘r1 %Conv.lns. + 1-, Uses

+ T9 Subs + Tm<llTinle)

+ r,,(Tr'me).

The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of reve-
trues from oral forms to generic manufacturers. The explan-
atory variables include: ln(BrandRev). the natural logarithm
of average momhly total revenue for oral forms of the
branded product(s) in the year before patent expiration;
Details. the number of thousands of detail visits to physi~
clans over the year two years prior to patent expiration;
Strengths. the number of available strengths of the oral form
of the drug; Forms, the number of available oral forms of
the drug (for example. this would be equal to 2 if the
product came in both an oral solid and an oral liquid); %
Convlns.. the percentage of individuals with health insur-
ance who are covered by a fee-for—service structure, as
opposed to some kind of managed care organization
(MCO), and Substitutes. Uses, Multiple, Srrr'ngent, and Time
as described above.

Table 2 presents the results of our estimation of equation
(3’). Columns 1 and 2 set 1.. a 0; columns 3 and 4 set 1-", =
0. These alternative estimates allow us to examine whether

allowing generic revenue to change linearly over time or in
a specific nonlinear fashion (namely, as l/time) yields a
better fit. Columns 1 and 3 present pooled OLS estimates of
the coefficient; columns 2 and 4 use random-effects estima-

tion. Our coefficient estimates are fairly similar across
specifications. and are largely consistent with expectations.
For example, in all cases, 7. is between 1.04 and LI and is
not statistically different from 1 at the 5% level. indicating
that a given percentage change in the branded drug’s pre—
expiry revenues increases generic revenues by a similar
percentage. Past brand-name detailing, the most common
form of prescription pharmaceutical promotion. increases
subsequent generic demand (significantly in three of the
four regressions). suggesting that promotions for the
branded products spill over onto generic products. The
availability of more forms decreases generic revenues. pos-
sibly because entrants do not always enter all forms. Simi-
larly. in the pooled estimates, the availability of more
strengths tends to decrease generic revenue from oral forms.
One interesting finding in the pooled estimates is that
conventional fee-for-serviu: insurance decreases generic
revenue. This could reflect the tendency for MCOs to have
policies that encourage the use of generic drugs. An impli-
cation is that, if V is increasing in the percentage of patients
covered by M005. and p. is increasing in V. it means that
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TABLE 2.4m RednessrmsW
 

 

Variable Pooled 0L8 Random Effects Poohd 0L5 Rmdorn Eflects

Intercept -0.371 (0.520) — 1.225' (0.614) — 1.027 (0.659) -2.08| * (0383)
Log Pun-expi-y 1.044“ (0.045) 1.101' (0.139) 1058' (0.050) 1.084. (0.155)Brands] meme
Number oftttailr 1.904' (0.330) 1.156 (I .015) 1.955‘ (0.370) 13000.1”)
Number of strengths -0.067' (0.027) 0.015 (0.008) -0.065 ' (0.034) 0.014 (0.096)
Number of form "0279‘ (0.0“) "0.258‘ (0.149) -0.280‘ (0.049) —O.255 (0.164)
Percent with conventional insurance -1.292 (0.797) 0.177 (0.804) —l.672" (0.958) ~0.lll (1.253)
Stringer: FDA period -0.476' (0.135) -0.3t3' (0.125) ~0504' (0.154) —0.319'(0.142)
Number of substitutes 41038" (0019) -—0.063‘ (0.029) -0.037' (0.010) ~0030 (0.032)
Number of uses 008‘” (0.0%) 0.063 (0.078) (1086‘ (0.026) 0.041 (0.056)
Multiple brands durumy *0.363‘ (0.095) -0.450 (0 326) -0340' (0.104) -0.399 (0.353)
Inverse time sime plblll expiration -3.009‘ (0.184) -3.1 13' (0.172)
Time since patent expiration 0029' (0.004) 0.032' (0005)

Observlions 982 982 932 982
Adjusted R’ 0.622 0517 0.542 0.540 
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greater MCO coverage leads to more entry and lower
generic prices. As one would anticipate, generic revenues
are lower in the postscandal period. in contrast to the pricing
regression. we would expect both new and existing substi-
tutes to work in the same direction. lowering generic reve-
nue. For tltis reason, we include a single substitutes variable.
which captures the number of contemporaneous substitutes.
We indeed do find that the availability of more substitute
chemicals for the same number of indications tends to

decrease generic revenue. Finally, generic revenue increases
over time in all specifications. but allowing generic reve-
nues to vary in the nonlinear fashion (columns 1 and 2)
seems to fit the data better.

C. Entry

As noted in section 111. we are interested in explaining
entry in two senses. First. we are interested in the cross
sectional relationship between the total number of firms
applying for ANDAs for each drug in our sample and the
available rents. Second. conditional on the total number of

applicants in each market. we are interested in explaining
the time series of entry.

Equation (5) relates the number of generic producers that
ultimately enter each market to the available rents to generic
entrants. Equation (6) relates the time series of entry for
each drug to available rents and the regulatory environment.
using a hazard function. The causality between available
rents and the number of generic producers runs in both
directions. so that equations (5) and (6) must be estimated
using the iterative procedure described above. Using this
procedure. we find that convergence occurs after 18 itera-
tions. That is. the sum of squared differences in Vbetween
iterations generated by p. and It is within 0.0001 of the
average Vuscd to estimate equations (5) and (6) in the 18th
iteration. The structural estimates that result from this pro-
cedure are

10

p. = V exp(1.08* - 0.58” X Stringent) . (5')
(0.09) (0.10)

In t = —2.08* — 0.040 V- 0351* x Stringer“. (6')
(0.161) (0.035) (0.139)

where the standard errors are in parentheses and asterisks
indicate significance at the 1% level.22 The correlation
coefficient between the actual and predicted numbers of
entrants across our sample is 0.58. This suggests our model
is a reasonably accurate representation for such a parsimo-
nious model (almost 1,000 observations and only five pa-
rameters) and suggests that the Poisson-hazard-ratc analysis
is a useful way of modeling the dynamic any process.

The estimates in equation (5') imply that during the
nonscandal period the expected number of firms applying
for ANDAs increased by approximately 2.9 [= exp(l.08)]
with every $1 million increase in the available rents. The
standard error of the constant estimate is 0.09, so that we

can be highly confident that the effect of a $1 million
increase in V is to increase the number of ANDAs by
between 2.2 and 3.5 during the nonscandal period. These
estimates also imply that the effect of rents on entry was
smaller during the period following the generic drug scan-
dal. This is consistent with newspaper accounts, which
describe the postscandal period as one of greater FDA
scrutiny of applications. Equation (5') implies that the
expected number of ANDAs increased by only approxi—

” The calculation uses the coefficient estimates from the first column of
table 1 forthepricecffectsofentryandthesecondcolurn oftab1c2for
therevenuefrxecasts.Becamofthesmallsamplesizeandtheuseofa
generated regressor, the repormd Md errors may be mullet than the
relevant standard errors. Estimates of the coefficients obtained through a
bootstrapping technique fail to reject bias in the coefficient estimau [that
is. the estimates in equations (5') and (6’) are similar to the bootstrap
estimates]. However. bootstrapping does yield somewhat larger standarderrors.
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mately L7 [= exp(l.08 — 0.58)] with every $1 million
increase in V during this period. Under our zero-profit
assumption. the reciprocals of these estimates imply that the
entry costs rose from $338,000 before the scandal to
5603.000 after. so that the effect of increased scrutiny was
substantial.” Using these estimated coefficients, the model
implies that for a market with a Vol 83.97 million (approx-
imately the average market in our sample), it would be 8.9
(evaluated at the mean value for stringent). This in turn
implies that the probability of exactly one application for an
ANDA in this market is approximately 0.12% [that is,
fll) = 0.0012]. and we havcfiZ) = 00054.16) = 0.0]6l.
and so on.

Equation (6) relates the conditional probability of FDA
approval in any given month (A) to the rents and regulatory
environment. using a hazard function. The negative coeffi-
cient on the size of the rents (V) suggests that higher V
reduces the probability that a given firm gains FDA ap-
proval in a given month conditional on the total number
applying. Although this result is surprising. we note that it is
neither statistically nor economically significant (a $1 mil-
lion increase in V only reduces A by approximately 2%). in
fact. it is sufficiently small that. given the positive relation-
ship between p. and V, the number of firms at each point in
time is increasing in V. Consistent with the premise of
greater scrutiny during the postscandal period, the coeffi-
cient on the Srn‘ngenr term suggests that approval likelihood
fell during that period. This effect is both statistically and
economically significant (A is approximately 15% higher in
the prescandal period).

To illustrate the implications of these equations for mar-
ket dynamics. we use the estimates of A and p. from
equations (5') and (6') to calculate the probability of 1‘ firms
having gained approval by time 1, using the binomial for-
mula [as shown in equation (7)]. Table 3 shows, for the
average-size market in our sample (monthly pie-expiry
revenues of $7.95 million, so that V = $3.97 million). the
probabilities of i firms gaining approval in the first 6 months
following patent expiration. These probabilities change over
time. and by 24 months after expiration. the likelihood that
live or more applicants are approved in such a market is
approximately 89.2%. For the typical large market in our
sample (monthly pro-expiry revenues of $21.5 million. V =
$6.23) the likelihood of five or more approved firms by 24
months alter patent expiration is nearly l00%. and the
expected number by 24 months is over 10.

‘5 Scott Morton (2000) and Ellison and Ellison (2000) also examine the
cross-sectional relatiomhip between the number of entrants and market
characteristics. Their results are not firectly ble to ours: many of
the drugs in their samples were low-revenue drugs that had zero entry.
Methodologically. these studies differs from ours in that they estimate the
marred-form relationship between the nurnha' of entranu aid characte-
istict. rather than jointly estlnrating the structural relationships between
rents and entry.
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Expiration
(months) i = o 1 2 3 a 5+

1 46.7 35.5 13.5 3.4 0.6 0.2
2 73.3 33.9 772.7 120 4.4 1.1
3 12.3 25.3 27.0 l8.8 9.9 a:
4 09 18.4 24.0 22.0 ”.7 13.4
s 4.0 13.0 20.8 222 17.3 22.1
6 15 9.2 17.0 20.9 19.3 31.2
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v1. Applications

One conclusion from the previous section is that incen-
tive effects (as measured by the available rents) are impor-
tant in determining the number of applicants for ANDAs. it
follows that factors that reduce the available rents can have

a significam effect on the number of applicants. In this
section. we discuss some of the applications of those esti-mates.

A. Calculation of Rents

The calculations of the probabilities of entry over time
presented in table 3 were based on a fixed armtmt of rent.
As emphasized above. the calculation required to fully
determine entry treats rents as endogenous, because entry
and rents are jointly determined. Our methodology yields
values for rents and entry for each of the 31 drugs The
predicted outcomes reflect drug-specific values for the ex-
ogenous variables.

The resultant predicted number of entrants and rents is
depicted in table 4. Table 4 compares the expected number
of approved ANDAs within 3 years of patent expiration
with the actual number of approvals for each dnrg. For most
of these drugs, this procedure seems to yield a fairly
accurate prediction of the number of ANDAs.

B. Dynamics

Table 4 indicates how the total number of applicants and
aggregate rents vary with features of each market. The
dynamics of entry will reflect the total number of applicants
as well as the speed of approval. and hence the dynamics of
pricing will differ across markets. To illustrate. we calcu-
lated the dynamics for the median market in terms of
pre-expiry revenue in our sample. as well as markets 1
standard deviation above (large market) and below (small
market) the median. In the hypothetical large market (pre-
expiry monthly revenue of $2l.l million). the expected
number of entrants reaches 6 by 8 months after patent
expiration. This means that the initial entrant‘s expected
price falls quite rapidly (using the estimates in table 1) in
such a market. and that total monthly expected generic rents
begin to decline by month 5. In contrast. in the hypothetical
small market (pre-expiry monthly revenue of 82.94
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 Bram SM Prim Produced Total

 
Date of First Actual Number Predicui Nunber to Patent Expiration Generic Rents

bind Name Generic Name Genaic Entry of ANDA: ol ANDAs (S millions) (S millions)

AltpeIUMetaprel Mummies Ian. was 9 in :19 In
Arertdin Amoxqa'ne Aug. 1989 2 I5 L9 0.9
Ativan Lunacpam Aug. I985 I) 13.5 9.l 4.6
Armand-S Clofibmc Aug. I986 3 2.9 [.2 IO
Blocadren Timolnl May I989 6 0.4 1.2 0.2
Cslan/lsoptin Venparnil Apr. I986 I0 I06 65 3.6
Cataract Clonidine IuI. l986 l3 IIS 7.3 3.9
Cleocin Cltnthmycin Oct. I987 I H I.0 0.5
Clinoril Sullndac Apr. I990 6 9.0 I7.0 5.4
Depnkene Valpmic Acid May I986 4 30 29 I0
Desyrel Tnaodone Oct. 1986 9 l0.I 5.3 3.6
W/UIW Cefadmxil Mar. I989 3 7.2 I00 4.l
D/aziddMaxzidc TnamtereMII-ICI'Z Sap. I981 6 I76 322 7A
Feldene Piroxieam Apr. I992 9 7.6 21“ 4.6
Fhmil Cyclobennprine May I989 4 3.7 ”.4 SJ
Haldol Halopermol May I986 I7 I0.I 7.6 3.4
Indcral Propranolol Jul. I985 I8 20.7 3|.0 7.0
Kelex Cephalexin Apr. I987 ll I68 25.5 6.6
waiter: Mimiclil May I987 5 8.! 3.8 3.1
Ludiolul Msprotiline Ian. I9!!! 6 20 LE 09
Minipress Prazosin May I989 7 9.4 106 5.5
Minodn Minocycline Aug. 1990 3 75 ”.5 4.5
Moduretic Amiloride/HCI‘Z Jul. I989 6 5.3 4.7 3.2
Nalfonthlfonmo Fenoprofen Aug. I988 l5 5.3 5.9 2.7
ProcudialAdnlst Nit'odipine Sep. I990 5 10.4 4&9 6.2
SioequmlAdapin Doxqiiu Apr. I986 H 6.8 5.5 2.3
Tegretnl Curbsmsaepine Inn. I986 6 8.8 5.9 3.0Tenmtin Atenolol Jul I99I I2 ”J 39.0 6.7
Tobctin Tolrnetin Dec. I99l 7 2.4 5.9 L4
Valium Dinaepnm Aug. 1985 16 I63 224 4.8
Veatolin/Proventil Album! Dec. I989 l4 7.7 33.6 4.6 

million). the expected number of entrants by month 8 is just
over 2. and hence the aggregate generic rents continue to
increase each month for the first year. The fact that the
expected number of total applicants is only 4.2 in such
markets means that equilibrium margins may remain high
‘pemanently.”

C. Evaluating Policy

One useful aspect of modeling the equilibrium relation-
ships in generic markets is that it enables one to determine
how changes in the costs or benefits of obtaining an ANDA
affect the path of entry over time, and hence the path of
prices over time. This enables one to simulate the likely
consequences of specific policy changes.

To illustrate, consider the FDA‘s I989 decision to make

its review of applications more rigorous.24 Although the
more rigorous review process may have screened out some
fraudulent drug applications, our estimates indicate that the
change in the review process reduced the number of non-
fraudulent products approved as well. Specifically. equation
(5') indicates that the fixed cost associated with obtaining
approval rose from $338,000 before the scandal to $603,000

" See Reitfen and Wail (2002) for additional policy simulations usingour estinuter.
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due to the scandal. In an average market. this leads to a
decrease in the number of expected applicants from 9.3
firms before the scandal to 6.9 aflerward.

This in turn increases the expected price at any point in
time. For the average-size market, prices rise by an average
of 4.9% over the 3 years. The price increase times generic
expenditures ($35.2 million over 3 years for the average
drug) is likely to be a close approximation of the lost
consumer surplus. This amounts to $1.84 million for the
average dnig. which can be viewed as the cost to consumers
of increased FDA vigilance against subsequent fraud.

VII. Conclusion

This paper develops a methodology for estimating the
structural relationships that describe generic drug industry
dynamics These estimates enable us to describe how a
market in this industry evolves from monopoly pricing
toward competitive pricing. No elements of the methodol-
ogy are noteworthy. First, because the exact nature of the
relationship between price and the number of competitors is
critical to our estimation, the structural ssumptions made
about this relationship will have a large influence on our
results. To minimize the possibility of misspecification. we
allowed the data to determine the nature of the pricing
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relationship by using a general functional form. One inter-
esting finding from this functional form is that the negative_.
effect of increased competition on prices continues at least
until the fifth firm enters. but is not likely to be important
after the eighth firm enters. "’

The second noteworthy element of our estimation proce.
dure is that we use a system of simultaneous equations to
estimate the relationship between entry and profitability. We
do this because it is likely that the causality between the
number of entrants and the available rents runs in both

directions. We estimate these relationships simultaneously
using functional-form restrictions that follow from eco-
nomic theory to identify the system, which is then estimated
using an iterative process.

Our estimates indicate that the flow of generic industry
rents increases for the initial 5 to 10 months after patent
expiration but then falls as more entrants compete away
price-cost margins. We find that more firms enter, and enter
more quickly. in markets with greater expected rents. Fi-
nally. the size and time paths of generic revenues, rents, and
the number of fimrs are greatly affected by measures re-
flecting the expected market size. A consequence of these
relationships is that the extent to which prices approach
competitive levels in a market depends upon, among other
things, the potential revenues in the market. We estimate
that for markets of sufficient size (as measured by pre-
expiry revenue). entry will ultimately lead to near-q
competitive pricing. In contrast, in small markets, prices
will remain above marginal cost without inducing additional
entry. Finally. this analysis suggests that even in large
markets. mergers between competitors can lead to higher
prices, because even the sixth or seventh entrant can have an
effect on price. Moreover, such price increases may not
induce entry, even if potential entrants have the same entry
costs as the incumbents and entry would restore pre~mergei4
prices. The reason is that the potential entrant knows it will
be competing with n — 1 existing firms as soon as it enters.
The expected rents from being the nth entrant are substan-
tially less than the expected rents from being one of n firms.
each with an equal likelihood of being the first approved
ANDA, the second approved ANDA. and so on.
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